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Puzzle, games and more!

A

4-H Canada believes in
nurturing responsible,
engaged and confident
leaders who are committed
to positively impacting their
communities across Canada
and around the world.

To learn more about 4-H Canada’s
National Programs, and how you can
participate, please visit 4-h-canada.ca/
programcatalogue.

Let’s keep it growing!
The 4-H Advantage

Last year, over $50,000 was raised for 4-H in Canada through the SeCan
“Grow a Leader” initiative! The program has contributed over $140,000
in the past 3 years!
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The 4-H Advantage is the official publication of
4-H Canada.

secan.com

This year, farmers are encouraged to order their Genuity® Roundup Ready 2 Yield®
and Roundup Ready 2 XtendTM soybeans between October 10 to 17, 2016 and
800-764-5487
SeCan will donate $1 per unit* to 4-H. SeCan and 4-H...the perfect fit.
* Donation based on final sale
Genes that fit your farm® is a registered trademark of SeCan.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Always follow grain marketing and IRM requirements.

Contact us:
4-H Canada
960 Carling Avenue, Building 106
Ottawa, ON K1A 0C7
communications@4-h-canada.ca
Toll free: 844-759-1013
Return undeliverable addresses to:
4-H Canada
Central Experimental Farm
960 Carling Avenue, Building 106
Ottawa, ON K1A 0C7
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Canada Set to Welcome
the World of 4-H in 2017!

Towards a
Stronger, More
Connected Global
4-H Movement
Casey Morey

4-H Alberta YAC Representative

It’s an exciting time for 4-H in Canada as we get ready to host the world
of 4-H in 2017! From July 11-14 in Ottawa, Canada, 4‑H youth, leaders and
professionals from 70 countries around the world will join together to make
friends, take selfies – oh, and change the world.

The 4-H Advantage

The Global 4-H Network Summit is all about working together to find the
best ways to help youth grow, learn skills and become the global citizens
they want to be. In Canada, and around the world, 4-H is building youth
leaders who are responsible, caring and confident, and who are passionate
about making a difference in the world around
them. These more than 7 million youth—just like
you—are part of a generation that is incredibly
informed, connected and united in wanting to
create sustainable global change.
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Of course, there will be lots of opportunity for
celebrations as well! Don’t forget that 2017 is also
Canada’s 150th birthday, and we are excited to
share this with our global 4-H guests! In 2017,
4-H Canada will also be a part of Canada 150 as
a signature initiative! That means 4-H clubs, like
yours, will be able to apply for funds so that your
club can lead amazingly fun, local 150th birthday
celebrations for Canada that help connect urban
and new Canadians to your community. This is
an incredible chance to share with the world
what being a 4-H’er really means!

Did you know that the United Nations
has established 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, or SDGs, that
are being used around the world to
get people talking about, and acting
on, sustainable global change? These
SDGs are all about ending poverty,
fighting inequality and tackling climate
change, and all by 2030. By working
together and taking leadership, even
the smallest actions can help these
important goals become reality.
You can change the world - yes,
you! Learn more about what small
actions you can take at www.un.org/
sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/

Please visit global-4-h-network.com for all the
details about this global opportunity and how
you can get involved.

I have personally had the privilege to travel to countries
such as the United States, England, Ireland, India and, most
recently, Ghana in July 2016 for 4-H Canada’s Going Global
Service Learning program. Although not all of these trips
were through 4-H, I could always count on finding a 4-H
connection along the way.
I see the global 4-H movement as my community on an
international scale. Regardless of where I go, I am always
comforted by the notion that there are 4-H’ers surrounding
me. A community is meant to be a support network and
having that global network makes me feel stronger and more
confident anywhere on the planet. From my perspective,
the global 4-H movement is extremely strong because
countries are continually taking the opportunity to learn

from one another and make their own programs that much
more empowering.
In Ghana, I was amazed at how their program has developed
in such a short amount of time, and how we were able to
learn from each other. No matter which country, the 4-H
community is always willing to work together.
During my travels, I have also learned a significant amount
about food security. The movement allows global conversations
to take place on topics like food security and how it is both
different and similar amongst countries around the world.
I am extremely enthusiastic to be a part of this growing global
4-H movement and encourage youth from across Canada to
become as involved as possible. I will surely continue to be
a leader and to use my 4-H roots to build an even stronger
global 4-H movement.

The 4-H Advantage

2nd 4-H Global Network
Summit Comes to Ottawa

Changing the World
One Action at a Time

As a global movement, 4-H Canada is providing youth
with life-changing opportunities on a daily basis, including
the opportunity to travel and experience other cultures.
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Showing the world
what it means
to be a 4-H’er!

Together
Making rural Canada safer.

Wednesday,
November 2 was
Show Your 4-H
Colours Day and we called

on 4-H’ers everywhere to show the world
what it means to be a 4-H’er using selfies,
photos and videos posted to social media
using the hashtag #ShowYour4HColours.

We had an enormous response from everyone,
including 4-H youth, leaders and professionals, our
incredible partners, and elected officials from every
level of government, even the Prime Minister of
Canada! Everyone, it seems, wanted to wear green
and show how much 4-H means to them and to
Canadian communities.

Thanks to everyone who shared their
pride in 4-H! Here’s a sample of some of
the images that were captured this year.

Photo credit: Rob Westhouse, CN

Rail safety is everyone’s responsibility. By looking out
for each other, we can help keep our communities safe.
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Be sure look for how you can Show Your 4-H Colours
next year during Canada’s 150th birthday!

CN is a proud partner of 4-H
and the Rural Safety Fund

www.cn.ca

The 4-H Advantage

The 4-H Advantage

Take the rail safety pledge today at mysafetypledge.com.
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4-H Canada

Science Fair!
Explore, Experiment and Discover through the 4-H Canada Science Fair!
Curious about the world around you? The 4-H Canada Science Fair is your opportunity to share your ideas
about improving your club, community or even the country! Last year at the first-ever 4-H Canada Science Fair,
youth just like you from grades 7-12 showed their projects to judges in Truro, N.S. These finalists also explored
fun Science & Technology programming like robotics, agriculture and botanical gardens at the Dalhousie
University Agricultural Campus. So what are you waiting for? Register today and we can support you with any
questions you may have.
Leadership Development Pillar

University of Saskatchewan,
Engineering

Visit 4-h-canada.ca to
learn more. Applications
will be accepted for
the 2017 L.E.A.D.
scholarships between
March 1 and May 31,
2017.

Where are they now?

Erinn Jones is the recipient of the 2016 L.E.A.D. award for demonstrating
Leadership Excellence in the area of Science & Technology.
Erinn is studying engineering, pursuing a civil engineering specialization,
and she aspires to hold true to her agricultural roots while becoming an
accomplished female leader in the engineering industry while encouraging
other young women to engage in STEM.
“There is still a gender gap that prevails in many industries and occupations
today,” says Erinn.“ Female leadership is under-represented in engineering.”
It was through her participation in minor hockey that she was able to demonstrate
her leadership capabilities when she was selected as team captain for five
consecutive years, two of which she was the only female on the team. Erinn
credits much of her success as a leader, confident public speaker and active
role model to the 4-H programs.
In 2013, the Building Futures program was launched at her high school. As a
project leader, Erinn became interested in the engineering aspects of home
construction. Through this program, two homes were built by students, from
the excavation to the final sale, all while students acquired their curricular
education.
“The Building Futures project was an off-campus, full-time learning environment
to encourage students to pursue interests in the trades,” says Erinn. “Despite
being a high academic achiever and having to leave my friendship circle at
the school, I was very keen to take on this role and my interest in science and
technology was sparked.”
In her final year of high school, Erinn was honoured as the nominee for the
prestigious Schulich Leaders Scholarship and Premiers Citizenship Award.
These nominations recognized her outstanding academic achievement,
community leadership, volunteerism, citizenship and pursuits in post-secondary
education within STEM.

Louise Pickard | 2015 L.E.A.D. Recipient

The 4-H Advantage

“The highlight of my year is being in a degree program where all of my classes interest me and meeting people there who
share my enthusiasm.”
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Louise has stayed active in her club since winning the L.E.A.D. Science & Technology scholarship and was the master
of ceremonies at the 2015 4-H Canada Science Fair at Dalhousie AC in Nova Scotia. When asked about the impact of
the L.E.A.D. scholarship, Louise not only said that she felt like she was included in a “group of amazing 4-H’ers who
are going to change the world,” but that she valued how the mentors “understand the ups and downs and are great at
giving advice on how to make the best better.” When asked how the scholarship has helped, she said “CN’s investment
towards my future is greatly appreciated. If I could give them all a hug, I would.”

Q. Why did you participate in the 4-H Canada Science Fair?
A. I decided to participate because I enjoyed doing science fair projects in the past
and when I saw this opportunity, I realized it was an opportunity I had been waiting
for and I took advantage of it!

Meet Michael Jones, one of our
4-H Canada Science Fair winners.

Q. Describe your project.
A. For my project, titled “Soil Your Undies,” I buried 100 per cent cotton men’s briefs
for two months to test microbiology levels in different fields. I also conducted two
other secondary tests to see what soil types the fields were and to see how much
physical decomposing matter was contained in the soil. I concluded that a field
that is long-term no-till was the most biologically active, which is good for the soil
health and the crops growing in the field.
Q. How did you find the process? Was it easy to register, complete your project
or get help?
A. The process was simple and straightforward. You registered before, during or
after completing your project, as long as it was uploaded by the deadline. Doing my
project was simple, but it took patience, focus and a fair amount of motivation to
get it done. As for help, all you had to do was pick up your phone or email Melina
Found, the Science Coordinator at the 4-H Canada office.

Did you know that almost
17,000 young scientists have
participated in the Canada-Wide
Science Fair since 1962?

Q. What was something new that you learned or that surprised you about
participating in the science fair?
A. I was surprised at how many hard-working and motivated youth committed
to science there were, especially at the Canada-Wide Science Festival. At science
fairs, there are so many other youth with the same spark of curiosity as you and it
changes your whole perspective.
Q. What was the highlight of your experience?
A. The highlight of my experience was the moment when my name was called as
one of the winners in Truro, N.S. It felt like I could do anything and the feeling that
I was one of the best was amazing, like nothing else I had felt before.
Q. How has your experience in the 4-H Canada Science Fair impacted how you
think about science? Has it changed what you want to do in the future?
A. The 4-H Canada Science Fair has changed the way I look at science. Instead of
disregarding it, I look at it with respect, because I now know the work and dedication
that goes behind a research paper. I now also want to pursue a career in a science
field, because I know it’s something I’m good at.
Q. What would you say to other members considering doing a science fair
project?
A. Go for it! You never know what might happen. Seeing your project come together
is super rewarding and satisfying, take my word for it. As the saying goes; “You
never know unless you try!”

The 4-H Advantage

Erinn Jones, 4-H Alberta

Visit 4-h-canada.ca/4HCanadaScienceFair today to
register, find resources for building your projects and
to learn more about last year’s projects!
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!
Timeline
Science Fair
September 1

Registration opens at
register.4-h-canada.ca

September 22
Facebook Q&A

October 26
Facebook Q&A

January 5

Facebook Q&A

January 16

Deadline for uploading your
Science Fair project

S.C.A.M.P.E.R.

Thinking about doing a science fair project?
Try out this brainstorming activity to explore,
create or discover!
Pick a simple object (e.g. pencil, hammer or shoelace) and go through each
letter thinking about how you can create something new!

S – Substitute – could you change the materials?
C – Combine – could it be mixed with another product
or activity?

A

– Adapt – could you change or borrow ideas from
another object or activity?

M – Minimize or maximize – what would happen if it

January 17–30

was made really small or really big?

March 2–5

P – Put to other uses – could this object or activity be

Judging and finalists notified
4-H Canada Science Fair:
In-Person Round, at Dalhousie
University Agricultural Campus in
Truro, N.S.

May 15–20

Winners go to Canada-Wide
Science Festival in Regina, Sask.

used for a different purpose?

E – Eliminate – could you remove parts of the object
or activity?

R – Rearrange – could the object work or the activity
happen in a different order?

Feeding future billions could be our biggest challenge yet.
By 2050, it’s estimated there will be two billion more people to feed. Bayer
is committed to engaging tomorrow’s thought leaders with initiatives like
the 2017 Youth Ag-Summit – because working together is the only way we’ll
sustainably intensify agriculture. We’ve rolled up our sleeves to take on the
challenge of feeding a hungry planet. And you can help.
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Hashim Farooq

Signe Caswell

Leila Robinson

“My experience was amazing, I’ve never
been in a much more fun science fair.”

“The science fair was an
unforgettable experience that I will
never regret doing.”

“Being in the 4-H Canada Science Fair
made me realize there was so much
more to agriculture, like aquaculture
and testing milk for sickness in cows,
and science is a huge part of it all!”

4-H Manitoba

4-H Nova Scotia

4-H Manitoba

OT-72-09/16-10626300-E

The 4-H Advantage
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Get involved at YouthAgSummit.com
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Leadership Development Pillar

Going Global Service
Learning – Ghana 101
Brianna Anderson

McGill University, Agriculture and
Environmental Science

Visit 4-h-canada.ca to
learn more. Applications
will be accepted for
the 2017 L.E.A.D.
scholarships between
March 1 and May 31,
2017.

“I believe that the 4-H community is a very important part of the agriculture
industry in Canada as they are well-informed about issues pertaining to
agriculture and food security, and often have a background (or future) in the
agriculture industry,” says Jessica. “This pillar aims to teach members about
the food we grow and innovative, sustainable agricultural practices.”
Jessica has played an active role in the Pierson Pathfinders 4-H Club and she
credits 4-H with giving her the opportunity to develop her public speaking
skills as well as valuable experience in teamwork. “4-H is the only youth
development program around my community and, for it, I am very thankful,”
says Jessica.
For the past three summers, Jessica has been employed by the Westman
Agricultural Diversification Organization as a summer research associate. She
has learned the value of research and technology in the future of agriculture.
She plans to continue her 4-H participation with a 4-H club on her university
campus and hopes to join one of 4-H’s Going Global Exchanges.

Where are they now?
Austin Pizzey | 2015 L.E.A.D. Winner

The 4-H Advantage

“My opportunity to learn and succeed is right now.”
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These are words that Austin has taken to heart, words that came from his L.E.A.D. mentor and that have clearly had
an impact. Since receiving the L.E.A.D. Sustainable Agriculture & Food Security scholarship, Austin has been busy with
numerous competitions and clubs, and was “honoured to be selected as an Engineering Student Representative for
Alumni and Donors to the University of Saskatchewan.”
Austin recognizes the positive impact that L.E.A.D. has had, saying “it helps me to be more motivated in my studies as
I feel as though I have a personal responsibility to excel.”

4-H Ghana Leader

In July 2016, 10 4-H youth travelled to Ghana for 4-H Canada’s Going Global
Service Learning program – a chance to learn about Sustainable Agriculture
& Food Security in another country, meet 4-H’ers from across the globe and
learn about another culture.
One of the things that surprised me the most about Ghana was how excited
and open people were to share their way of living with me. In Ghana, my
host family welcomed me into their home, provided meals for me every day
and were always happy to see me despite some language barriers. My host
mother in Ghana spoke no English at all, yet we had an awesome connection.
We were always laughing, whether it be from sign language conversations
or just a mutual understanding of something that language need not define.
One of the main cultural differences that I had to adapt to, in both Taiwan
and Ghana, was the eating habits and utensils. In Ghana, your hand is your
utensil. You might get a knife sometimes, but for all traditional meals your
right hand is all you’ve got.
Just as we learned to use your hands for a meal, we also quickly learned
when to dance—the appropriate time being almost always. If Ghanaians feel
like dancing they will find some music or simply dance, throughout the day,
with no music at all. They will dance because it’s a simple pleasure that costs
nothing and is interwoven into their culture.
At the end of our trip in Ghana, it dawned on me how amazing and valuable
this experience was. We had the opportunity to form friendships with people
who are so different from us and who also live in a completely different
environment and lifestyle from Canadians. Ghana proved to me that friendships
—especially 4-H friendships—can thrive across borders, language barriers,
cultural differences and that they can stand the test of time and distance.

“

During my travels, I have learned a significant amount about food security
and what stands out in my mind is the drastic differences in something
as simple as food storage. As Canadians, we are able to store our food
for extended periods of times and add additional quality. However,
some countries lack basic technology, such as consistent availability of
electricity and affordability of refrigeration systems.
Casey Morey

4- H Alberta YAC Representative

Ghanaian 4-H members, including
myself, were privileged to host 4-H
guests from Canada during this firstever Canada-Ghana service learning
exchange. This turned out to be more
interesting than our families had
imagined due to the ease with which
the Canadians got settled into a genuinely
new culture, climate and geographic
region. There was an eagerness to learn
about the Ghanaian way of life including
language, food, dress and even some
cultural dancing.
Also, our Canadian guests served as a
medium of exchange around everything
4-H in Canada, Ghana and worldwide.
There was a sharing of knowledge about
agricultural systems practiced globally
and how to adopt new practices that
would have a positive impact.
Positive youth development through
teamwork between Canadian and
Ghanaian 4-H youth was encouraged
while visiting 4-H clubs in Ghanaian
schools. This gave Ghanaian 4-H
members in those schools information
about the global 4-H movement and
encouraged them to view agriculture
as a livelihood option.
The 2016 exchange gave the two
countries many opportunities to
learn from each other regarding both
agriculture and socio-economics and
introduced diverse ways of approaching
problems through the Learn To Do By
Doing model, of course.

The 4-H Advantage

Jessica Mayes,
4-H Manitoba

Jessica is attending McGill University to complete a Bachelor of Agriculture
and Environmental Science and intends to major in global food security. Her
interest in this field comes from her experiences travelling around the world
for several educational trips including the United Nations Pilgrimage for Youth,
her time at the SHAD science and technology program at Dalhousie University
and more than 10 years involved with 4-H in Canada.

Ben Awuku

Langley Beef and Swine 4-H Club - B.C.

“

Jessica Mayes is the recipient of the 2016 L.E.A.D. award for demonstrating
Leadership Excellence in the area of Sustainable Agriculture & Food Security.

The Ghana Perspective
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Proud To Bee A
4-H’er Video Contest

Let’s increase our

Are You Proud To Bee A 4-H’er?

Prizes include:

Tell us why and win great prizes!

• A GoPro HERO4 for the grand prize winner
• Two runners up will receive 16GB iPad minis
4-H Canada and Syngenta Canada are excited to present the
2016 Proud To Bee A 4-H’er Video Contest.
• The rest of the top 10 entries will receive selfie
sticks
It’s simple: just get outside and create a quick video with
• And, for the early birds, the first 20 entries will get
your mobile device, up to 45 seconds, explaining why you’re
a 4-H branded item from our store!
Proud To Bee A 4-H’er.
You
can submit your videos online from November
Then submit the video to us through our website and let the
1-20,
2016. All submissions to the contest will be
voting begin!
reviewed and the finalists will be part of a crowd
Here’s what you need to get in on the fun!
voting round, starting November 21. Then you, your
family and friends can vote once per day
• Your video (of course)
until November 30.
• Completed and signed consent form –
Worldwide, at least 30
scanned or photographed
Winners will be announced on
per cent of 1,500 crop
• Your 4-H club and leader info
December 2, 2016.
plant species depend on
pollinators? That’s 1/3 of all
You’ll also need to read and accept the
the food on Earth!
contest rules when you submit your video –
all this will be available from the
website.
Go to 4-h-canada.ca and follow the links to learn more
– then tell us why you’re Proud To Bee A 4-H’er!

food supply
without

reducing theirs.

Sow Some Seeds in 2017!

The Proud to Bee a 4-H’er campaign provides the
opportunity to:

•
The 4-H Advantage

•
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•
•

Spread the news about 4-H and the fun, meaningful
and engaging activities offered.
Fund raise for 4-H clubs and communities by selling
the Proud To Bee A 4-H’er bee pollinator mix seed
packets!
Learn all about the amazing and fascinating work of
Canada’s pollinators.
Get outside and enjoy nature. Plant, grow, and tend a
bee-friendly garden.

As one of the world’s leading agricultural companies, Syngenta is helping farmers to grow
more without taking new land into cultivation. As part of The Good Growth Plan, we are
committed to increasing the average productivity of the world’s major crops by 20% and
to enhance the biodiversity of five million hectares of farmland. And we are ready to work
with growers, governments, NGOs and all who share this agenda. Please follow our
progress at www.goodgrowthplan.com

© 2016 Syngenta AG, Basel, Switzerland. All rights reserved. The SYNGENTA Wordmark and THE GOOD GROWTH PLAN are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. www.syngenta.com

The 4-H Advantage

4-H Canada and Syngenta Canada continue to highlight
4-H activities and the importance of pollinators with
the Proud To Bee A 4-H’er campaign, and we’ll be doing
it again in 2017. We invite everyone to get involved by
visiting 4-h-canada.ca in January for details on how your
club can register!
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Leadership Development Pillar

Catalysts for Change:
Citizenship Congress 2016

4-H Newfoundland and Labrador
Memorial University, Geography

Visit 4-h-canada.ca to
learn more. Applications
will be accepted for
the 2017 L.E.A.D.
scholarships between
March 1 and May 31,
2017.

Where are they now?
Cameron Choquette

| 2015 L.E.A.D. Recipient

The 4-H Advantage

“I’ve used the skills learned in 4-H to get involved and help other students enjoy their post-secondary experience.”
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In this past year since winning the L.E.A.D Community Engagement & Communication scholarship, Cameron was able to
assume a leadership role in the JDC West, and has stayed active in 4-H by spending the year on the 4-H Saskatchewan
Board of Directors and by being elected President of the Advisory Council. He has been happy to have a mentor who
has “been through several challenges in their life and brings their life experience to the table.”
Cameron believes that CN and 4-H Canada are “changing lives” with the L.E.A.D. scholarships and his advice to other
4-H’ers is to apply, or as he puts it, “brag about yourself, you are amazing!”

Brandon Callahan

River Valley 4-H Club - N.B.

For someone interested in politics and social issues, the
opportunity to attend the 2016 Citizenship Congress in
Ottawa was the best experience that I could’ve asked for,
giving me a firsthand look at how our country is managed.
Our group met with key members of Cabinet as well as Prime
Minister Trudeau. We learned many things during our time
in Ottawa, including parliamentary debate procedure and
the obligations of Members of Parliament.
One of the most fulfilling opportunities was our parliamentary
debate that was held in the senate chamber. Our group was
split into three groups that formed a mock government. I had

the privilege of being elected Prime Minister of the governing
party by my fellow 4-H’ers. Over five days our party prepared
to debate the positive aspects of the resolution that was
presented to us.
I learned that leading a team, whether it be on the winning or
losing side, is a very rewarding experience. Working together
towards a common goal was an experience that I will use
for the rest of my life. It certainly reinforces the 4-H motto,
“Learn To Do By Doing” and I encourage all 4-H members
to participate in these amazing learning opportunities.

Canada: Redefining Rural
Robert Larsen
Albany Centennial 4-H Club - P.E.I.

There has never been a better time in Canada’s history to promote positive
youth development for rural and remote Canadians as we witness urban
centres growing and urbanization encroaching on many rural towns and
villages. 4-H Canada and the provincial 4-H councils provide essential
skills that instil pride in our rural roots through many programs and national
Adam Scotti
opportunities.
In May 2016, 4-H members from across Canada met in Ottawa for Citizenship Congress 2016. The congress provided an
awesome opportunity for 4-H youth to not only grow as leaders in their communities, but to network with other members
from rural Canada.
During the conference, members shared, learned and grew together. We shared the joys and hardships each of us faces.
We learned from each other’s mistakes and discovered that much of what is working for one community might very well
work in another – or our own! Together we grew as individuals through informative workshops and we developed possible
solutions to the challenges we face as leaders in rural Canada.
Citizenship Congress 2016 was full of optimism, hope and success for young leaders moving forward. We should all
have pride in rural Canada. 4-H members are not leaders of tomorrow, they are leaders today, and are demonstrating the
importance of “rural” every day.

Interested in how policy and government work?
Visit 4-h-canada.ca today and set a course for
Citizen Congress 2017!

The 4-H Advantage

Joshua Power,

Joshua Power is the recipient of the 2016 L.E.A.D. award for demonstrating
Leadership Excellence in the area of Community Engagement & Communications.
As someone who is passionate about developing inclusive and sustainable
communities, Josh hopes to pursue a career in regional and urban planning
in the future through his studies in geography at Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
Josh has been on the honour roll for his entire high school career and recently
graduated with honours status. Throughout his schooling, he has been
acknowledged with multiple academic awards, including being selected as his
school’s nominee for the Schulich Leader Scholarship in 2016, which speaks
to his interest in science and technology.
“Having participated in many conferences and workshops and seeing what
great learning opportunities they provide, my goal is to develop workshops
to teach young people about science and other areas of the STEM field,” says
Joshua. “In a society that is becoming more and more technology-based,
there are many skills that will soon be an absolute necessity in the workforce.”
Josh is ready to take on that leadership role as he has been a proud member
of the I. Sullivan Memorial 4-H Club for the past 13 years and, in that time,
has participated in many opportunities at the club, provincial, Atlantic and
national levels. He credits his 4-H involvement with providing the opportunity
to develop many essential life skills, and for allowing him to meet so many
incredible people along the way.
Outside of 4-H, Josh has been an active leader. Most recently, he held an
executive position on the student council and is the current secretary of his
town’s Local Service Committee. Josh recognizes and celebrates that we are all
unique and diverse, and he is proud to have been a part of the establishment
of a GSA, or Gender-Sexuality Alliance, at his school.
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Going Global Exchanges
Postcards from Around the World

Costa Rica
“Over 400 stairs later, we reached two
gorgeous waterfalls. The water was a pale
aqua blue and slightly chilly. But that didn’t
stop us from jumping right in.”
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Cassi Sauer

Langley Beef and Swine 4-H Club - B.C.

4-H provides many opportunities for those willing to learn and experience
new things. I had the opportunity this past spring to attend the U.S. National
4-H Conference in Washington DC. I am very passionate about sustainable
practices, food, and global development so I joined the food network roundtable.
Our group of 4-H members from across U.S. and two Canadians brought
forward ways to prevent food waste in our communities. We discussed the
unfortunate reality that massive food waste occurs in North America while
many people lack nourishment to survive. Through our analysis of current
programs, we discussed new ways edible crops and fresh produce not sent
to market can be transported to people in need.
While in Ghana this summer on the Going Global Service Learning trip, I was
amazed to see how they manage their food security issues where everybody is
aware of food conservation to ensure that no food is wasted. Most operations
in Ghana are small-scale farms producing enough to meet the families’ needs
and provide a small source of income. There, 4-H is part of a school program
where members work together to grow community gardens where everyone
works very hard clearing land, planting crops, maintaining and harvesting
produce with the harvest divided equitably. As well, the Ghanaian standard on
produce and other food products is lower than the average North American,
which alleviates food waste issues in markets.

The 4-H Advantage

To me, the most evident aspect of food security in Ghana, US and Canada is
the importance of youth involvement in making improvements to food security
and agriculture. I am truly blessed to have learned from passionate youth that
I have bonded with through these travel opportunities.
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The U.S. National 4-H Members Conference is
open to 4-H youth members ages 15-18. Contact
your provincial council for more information.
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“This exchange trip was my first time
travelling outside of Canada, so it
made me excited and nervous for the
experience and adventure it would
involve!”
Morgan McNeil, N.S.

Going Global Exchanges is a great way
to learn more about the world and the
global 4-H movement. Visit 4-h-canada.
ca and apply for this amazing
opportunity!
Deadline to apply is November 15!

The 4-H Advantage

Civic Engagement in Action:
2016 National 4-H Members Conference

Jam
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Somebody should
speak up.

Travel, Make
Friends, Have
Fun, Repeat!

Somebody should set the record straight.
Somebody should do something.
Well I’m somebody.
You’re somebody.
Everyone in ag is somebody.

1987

So be somebody who does something.

2016

Somebody who speaks from a place of experience,
with passion and conviction.
Somebody who proudly takes part in food
conversations big or small, so our voice is heard.

One of the cornerstones of the 4-H summer programs has always been the Club To Club Exchanges. This year we highlight
a multi-generational story about a 4-H’er who went on the same exchange twice, 29 years apart! Her name is Carri and
she got the chance to return to Quebec on a 4-H exchange as a chaperone instead of a member.
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1.	What were the biggest differences you noticed? How
has the area changed?
	The biggest difference is the growth of the area and
commercialization (Tim’s on every corner).
2.	Had you kept in touch with any of the people you met
between 1987 and this visit?
	I have kept in touch with all but one person from my
Alberta group (can’t remember her name) and know
where they all are. Most still live in the area, a few still
volunteer with 4-H. I did not keep in contact with any
members from Quebec—it was 29 years ago!
	The older sister of one of the moms of the current
Quebec group was on my exchange and she came to
some of the functions as a kid. She still knows all the
people (except one) and most are still in the area—a
few we expected to see at the Cookshire Fair as they
have kids in 4-H now.
	Alex and I had a great visit. He remembers my mom
and riding motorcycles around my farm. I remember
picking strawberries and carrots at his organic farm.
He was at the house I stayed in back in 1987.

3.	Do you think the exchange had the same impact on
the 4-H members this year as it did when you were a
member?
	I think most of our twins will keep in touch after we
leave—it’s easier now with Facebook, Instagram and
such and they all have their own cell phones. They can
chat anytime, anywhere. Back in the day, we relied on
snail mail and long distance phone calls.
	As for the impact I think it’s hard to see until you are
a few years past the actual exchange and can draw on
your experiences. I am personally seeing the impact
on this exchange as I get to “retrace my steps” and
show my kids where I was, but I know how rare it is to
get to go back to the same place—too bad more can’t
experience it!

Somebody who tells our story, before someone
else does.

Be somebody who does something.
Be an agvocate.

Somebody who builds consumer trust so our
industry can meet the demands of a growing,
and very hungry, world.
Somebody who shapes people’s relationship
with agriculture.
It can be done.

AgMoreThanEver.ca

But it’s a big job that takes co-operation, patience
and respect for every voice in the conversation.
We need to build lines of communication, not draw
lines in the sand.
Be somebody who helps everybody see Canadian
agriculture as the vital, modern industry it is.
Somebody who helps everybody see people
in ag for what they are – neighbours, friends
and family who share the same concern everyone
does: providing safe, healthy food to the
people we love.
Our point of view is important.
Our story is important.
And people want to hear what we have to say.
So be somebody who takes, and makes, every
opportunity to share it.

Learn more about Canada and make friends
that will last a lifetime. Visit 4-h-canada.ca
and register your club before January 15,
2017!

I’m somebody.
You’re somebody.
Together, we can tell everybody.

The 4-H Advantage
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She traveled to the Hatley area of Quebec in 1987 and, in 2016, she and her exchange team visited Quebec City and
Sherbrooke and got to compete with local clubs judging at the Cookshire Fair. She was even lucky enough meet up with
members of her original exchange including her twin Alex who still lives and farms in the area.
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A lumni P r o fil e

Meet Cristy Nurse
- Olympian and
4-H’er

Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modern Olympic movement,
once famously declared that “the most important thing in the Olympic Games
is not winning but taking part; the essential thing in life is not conquering but
fighting well.” The Canadian women’s eight finished fifth in our final race at
the Rio 2016 Olympic Games, short of our podium expectations. My team
rowed an aggressive race that saw us lead the field until the rough water and
fatigue got the better of us. We did not conquer, but on that day we fought
well and came up short. I remain incredibly proud of my teammates for all
we have achieved in international competition over the past four years, and
am grateful to be a Canadian Olympian. Rio is an incredible city, and it was
truly a once-in-a-lifetime experience.

Leadership Development Pillar

Eveline Juce is the recipient of the 2016 L.E.A.D. award for demonstrating
Leadership Excellence in the area of The Environment & Healthy Living.
Eveline is attending the University of Alberta, studying for her Bachelor of
Science. She hopes to pursue a career in medicine specializing as a radiologist
with a special interest in cancer diagnostics.

University of Alberta Augustana
Campus, Radiology

Visit 4-h-canada.ca to
learn more. Applications
will be accepted for
the 2017 L.E.A.D.
scholarships between
March 1 and May 31,
2017.

She has been an active 4-H member of her local club, the Decker Country Riders,
for 10 years where she completed, among numerous other projects, 10 equine
projects and one leadership project. Eveline credits 4-H for providing her with
lifelong skills, opportunities and friendships, and says that 4-H has inspired
and taught her to become more dedicated, determined and well-rounded.
When Eveline is not busy with 4-H, she is actively involved in sports and in
her community. Eveline sits on the Hamiota Age Friendly board, has her gold
level in the Duke of Edinburgh Program and has sat on the National Duke of
Edinburgh board for two years.
Her passion is riding her horses year round and competing in the summertime
on the Manitoba Gymkhana Rodeo Association circuit. Throughout high
school, Eveline was on the school soccer, golf, curling, badminton and beach
volleyball teams. For the past two winters, Eveline has competed for Manitoba’s
provincial biathlon team and is currently a member of the University of Alberta
Augustana’s biathlon team.
“Luckily, I have been given a spot on the university’s biathlon team to help me
continue my sport and healthy living development,” says Eveline. “Important
components of living healthy are staying active, eating properly, getting enough
sleep and staying hydrated each day, which are four things that I must maintain
so I am able to compete and train at the level that is expected of me.”

Where are they now?

The 4-H Advantage

Meghan McGillivray | 2015 L.E.A.D. Recipient
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Processing disappointing results is part of any athlete’s career, particularly
one that lands you on the world’s biggest stage. Learning how to accept and
move on from both success and disappointment is a learned skill, and at
times like this the lessons I learned in competitive 4-H continue to serve me.
More than once did I reach what was then the Scotiabank Classic show at
the Royal Winter Fair to find my heifer wouldn’t behave on show day. Same
goes for so many achievement shows with my horse, sheep, or whatever other
“teammate” I was meant to perform with at the time. No one likes to lose, but
there is a lot to be learned in these cases, and I am grateful 4-H taught me so
well. As de Coubertin also said, “For each individual, sport is a possible source
for inner improvement.” He just as well could have been talking about 4-H.

McGill is an exciting place where Meghan excelled and “was able to obtain a perfect GPA.” Having a mentor show how
“a person’s attitude can impact their environment and create a more positive healing experience” was great and the
“networking opportunities that are opened up to you are Excellent.” Meghan has stayed active in her 4-H club with
“multiple beef projects as well as a Jr. Leader project.” She is “grateful to CN for the opportunity” as it has allowed her
to “do more travelling and volunteering over the summer.”

#

In 2016, Members Forum is officially moving into the Environment & Healthy Living pillar.
Follow along at #4HMF16 to see how this long-standing national 4-H program empowers 4-H’ers across the
country to learn more about youth leadership and how to apply new skills and knowledge to their clubs.

The Value of Members Forum
Joshua Power

I. Sullivan Memorial 4- H Club - N.L.

If there is one thing that any 4-H member knows best, it’s
that you Learn To Do By Doing. This past fall, I did just that
when I was given the exciting opportunity to travel to Regina,
Sask. for the 4-H Canada Members Forum. There, I listened
to some incredible speakers and made great friends from
coast to coast.
I participated in a workshop called “From Outside to Online,”
which was hosted by Esri Canada, a geographic information
systems (GIS) software company. It was here that I first learned
about GIS, its practical uses in today’s world, and the many
opportunities that exist in this field. This workshop sparked a
lot of interest in me to learn more about this exciting field – a
field that I now plan to explore in my post-secondary studies.

So, if you have the opportunity to attend a 4-H forum or
conference, especially Members Forum, you should make
an effort to attend, because you will certainly meet or listen
to someone who could change your view of things and show
you something new!

The 4-H Advantage

Eveline Juce,
4-H Manitoba

Cristy Nurse grew up on her parent’s dairy farm, in Georgetown,
Ont. and competed in 4-H livestock competitions form an early
age. This competitive nature is what found Cristy moving from
varsity basketball at the University of Guelph and invited to move
to Rowing Canada’s National Training Centre in London Ont. in
2010. By 2015, Cristy was named Rowing Canada’s Senior Athlete
of the Year. This past summer, she competed in the Olympic Games
in Rio. Here’s what she had to say about her experience as a world-class athlete.
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Find Your
4-H Wings
It’s time to Find Your 4-H Wings again!
This is the third year for this exciting campaign that encourages 4-H’ers to
discover our winged friends in their natural habitat, and this year the focus
is on bats.

So, why bats?
Contrary to what some people might think, bats are very friendly, useful
creatures. For instance, you can enlist bats during the warmer months to help
you control mosquitoes and other pesky insects in your backyard so you can
enjoy spending time outdoors.
Bats are also pollinators! Bats drink the sweet nectar inside flowers and, at
the same time, pick up a dusting of pollen and move it along to other flowers
as they feed. And, as a bonus, they deliver seeds to promote growth of those
trees and plants.
So get ready to Find Your 4-H Wings
and learn about these helpful, flying
mammals!

Last year, Find Your 4-H Wings
had 4-H’ers build birdhouses
and learn about bird habitats in
the Learn To Do By Doing way!

Registration for 2016 is open as of
October 24 – register your club today
by visiting 4-h-canada.ca.

Birds of a Feather
Flock Together
We’re proud to partner with 4-H Canada and support Find Your 4-H Wings –
an interactive campaign that encourages youth to learn about and protect
native birds and bats.
With over 65 years of experience safely transporting the energy North America
needs, TransCanada is proud to be a good neighbour to over 70,000 landowners.
As part of our dedication to being a good neighbour, we support education programs
that teach the next generation about biodiversity and sustainability.

Bat droppings – called guano
– are also beneficial. Guano is
nitrogen-rich and is considered
an excellent fertilizer.

• 120 clubs signed up
• A
 ll 12 provincial councils had
clubs participate
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www.transcanada.com/community-investment
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• O
 ver 2,500 birdhouse kits
were mailed out!
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Feeding the World and Having
Fun with Journey 2050!
How will we sustainably feed over 9 billion people by the year 2050?
Is this a question you have ever asked yourself or wondered
about? As a 4-H’er, you know the importance of sustainable
agricultural practices and food security, but may not have
had the opportunity to see how this looks around the world.
Well, here is your chance! With Journey 2050, an online
program developed by Agrium, you can explore world food
sustainability through a virtual simulation game, interacting
with three farm families in Kenya, India and Canada.

the role of best management practices in feeding the
world, reducing environmental impacts and in improving
social performance through greater access to education,
medical care and community infrastructure, you see how
everything works together to create a thriving community.
By improving each aspect, you address community
challenges, learn about feeding the world and improve your
score!

You are in control, making decisions and adjusting them as
you see the impact they have on society, the environment
and the economy at a local and global scale. As you learn

So register today at Journey2050.com and join the
Journey to feeding the world.

Building a Healthier
Movement: Leadership
Summit 2016
Mackenzie Kerr

4-H B.C. YAC Representative

The theme of the Summit was the Environment & Healthy Living, which
helped the volunteer leaders to become more aware of how they could focus
on getting members active and how to help make a positive environmental
impact. The keynote speakers and education sessions were a highlight for many
attendees because it broadened perspectives and gave everyone a chance to
understand the differences and similarities between provinces.
25% of the world’s overall
population are youth? That is
1.8 billion youth in the world!
Source: United Nations

Journey 2050 explores world food sustainability
and how our decisions impact social, economic
and environmental factors locally and globally.

To explain the 2016 4-H Canada Leadership Summit without writing a novel
is nearly impossible. This opportunity gives volunteer leaders and provincial
staff a chance to connect with their peers, share knowledge and expand their
skills, all while strengthening the 4-H movement across Canada!

For the Youth Advisory Committee (YAC) members such as myself, our
experience was unique. We had the opportunity to present to the attendees
on YAC duties and how we can be a useful resource in our provinces as we
help to bridge the gap between members and leaders.
One of the highlights for me was meeting the 4-H Arizona representative from
Tucson Village Farm. She taught us about their healthy living ambassador
program and community garden where they feed multiple families a day
and teach 4-H members about healthy living. Travelling to Ottawa, and
representing B.C., was eye-opening and has inspired me to share these learning
opportunities and stories with other 4-H members, and encourage them to
take a leadership role as well.
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www.Journey2050.com

In 2017, Leadership Summit will take place
as part of the Global 4-H Network Summit,
happening July 11-14 in Ottawa. Read more
on page 30 and contact your provincial 4-H
office to find out how you can get involved!

The 4-H Advantage
The 4-H Advantage
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Learn from farm families in Kenya, India and
Canada as you strive to feed a growing population.
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National Volunteer
Leader of the Year
Wayne Macdonald

LEADERS
CORNER

Elaine Jeffs

Northumberland Vet Science Club - Ont.

Why Science - Become
a Science Champion
Why do we want to engage 4-H’ers in thinking about the science behind everyday things? Well, to start with, we
know that science is all around us! From the weather, to best practices in sustainable agriculture, to farm machinery,
there are ways that we can discuss science with our 4-H’ers and create even more learning opportunities, as well
as awareness of career opportunities.

Decades of dedication to 4-H in Canada, and a commitment
to positive youth development, were just some of the reasons
why Wayne Macdonald was selected to be 4-H Canada’s 2015
National Volunteer Leader of the Year. Ontario 4-H member,
Elaine Jeffs, sat down with the Sudbury-based Clever Clovers
4-H Club leader to ask him about the importance of being
involved with 4-H Canada.

That’s why 4-H Canada is delivering Hands-on Science training—an interactive learning opportunity that focuses
on the basics of scientific inquiry, how to incorporate or highlight science in 4-H clubs and programs and how to
champion science and promote science opportunities for youth and leaders alike. It is available for all provinces
to offer at a provincial, regional, or district level, so if you are interested, please contact your provincial 4-H office
or contact Melina Found at the 4-H Canada office to learn more.
Reference: www.letstalkscience.ca

!

Don’t forget to encourage your 4-H’ers to participate in
the 4-H Canada Science Fair by getting them to register
at 4-h-canada.ca before January 16, 2017!

Club 1913
Register online at Club1913.ca

The 4-H Advantage

Get Back to Your 4-H Roots
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As a 4-H alumnus, you are an important part
of one of Canada’s longest standing and most
highly respected positive youth development
organizations.
Get back to your roots and join 4-H’s Club 1913,
an online community for alumni to
re-connect, find unique opportunities and help
grow generations of leaders.

What was your first experience with 4-H and what made
you want to get involved in the program?
After Paulette and I were married in 1986, I helped her
start a 4-H club in Arnprior in 1988 – it was natural for her
to want to share the 4-H experience in our community
and where she started out in 4-H.

What is your favourite 4-H club?
Tough question. Personally, I really enjoyed last year’s
three-day back-country trip with our senior group in
Algonquin Park. With the senior members we could see
how their 4-H decision-making skills came into play and
the amazing confidence it brought out in them.

Is 4-H a family affair/activity for your family?
Yes, it is and continues to be. Our son, Ryan, is a 4-H
alumni having graduated from the 4-H program and still
helps out at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.

What is your favourite thing about the 4-H program?
It’s amazing how the people and the experiences have
such a positive effect on the lives of members. The solid
foundation that 4-H gives them in life is the best thing
about the 4-H program.

Have you had any mentors that have helped/supported
you along the way?
I’ve had many mentors and built amazing relationships,
notably Rob Black, Lyndon Stewart and Evelyn Chambers. .
The Clever Clovers 4-H Club is unique, how is it different
from other 4-H clubs in your area.
We have an urban 4-H club and offer projects in almost
every category available to the youth. Our philosophy
is to offer projects each year in the key areas of 4-H
and that incorporate citizenship as a key component,
which includes parliamentary procedure, 4-H Month
celebrations and meeting with the mayor annually to
discuss 4-H and to raise the 4-H flag.

What do you think the future of 4-H looks like in
your area? How do you keep members engaged and
interested in the 4-H program?
I would love to see the 4-H program strengthened in
schools and urban areas without losing the agricultural
roots and knowledge. The strong foundation built over
100 years demonstrates to me that this program is a vital
part of the development of the youth across Canada.

4-H members, show your appreciation and
nominate YOUR leader for the National
Volunteer Leader of the Year Award!
Visit

Club1913.ca today and be a part of
the 4-H alumni movement!

Visit 4-h-canada.ca and submit a
nomination before January 31, 2017!

The 4-H Advantage

As leaders, we do not have to be experts in science or know all the answers. All we have to do is teach the process
behind science, which is basically asking questions and then seeking answers. Exploring science develops the ability
to ask good questions, teaches us to collect information, organize ideas, problem solve and then to apply what
we have learned. As well, science offers a powerful platform for building confidence, developing communication
skills and making sense of the world around us.
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4-H leaders

you’re changing the world!
That’s right. 4-H members and alumni are more likely to give back to their community, and with millions of 4-H
members, alumni and leaders in communities around the globe, that’s a world of difference!
We know you’re just getting started though. The 4-H movement is gaining momentum and your ideas, your energy and
your passion are all needed to propel us further and faster. What impact could 25 million 4-H members have on our
communities and on the world?
We believe a lot. That’s why we’re inviting you to join us next summer for the 2017 Global 4-H Network Summit where
we will explore best practices in empowering youth leaders, share ideas to strengthen 4-H in your community, and, in
turn, grow the global 4-H movement. Did we mention, we will also be having have a lot of fun?
Join the momentum – visit global-4-h-network.com today to view the updated program online and sign-up to receive
Summit updates!
Interested in attending? Please contact your provincial 4-H council to learn how to be selected to attend the Global 4-H
Network Summit. Provinces will be making selections throughout the fall and winter of 2016.

In 2017, 4-H will be a part of Canada’s big year as a Canada 150 Signature Partner. Together,
we will engage youth and connect communities, by bringing Canadians together to celebrate,
participate in events and share experiences!

Get in on the
celebration!
4-H’ers, you can host a Canada 150 celebration in your
community by applying for the 4-H Canada Connecting
Canadians Fund launching December 01, 2016!
Over $200,000 is available for funding of up to 150 4-H
youth-led community celebrations across Canada.
The focus of celebrations should include Canada’s rich
agricultural history, environmental sustainability and
connecting 4-H with new rural and urban communities.
Events can take place anytime in 2017, and can build on
existing celebrations or create new ones.
Selections will be made based on set criteria and proposal
eligibility, as outlined in fund guidelines.
·	Applications open December 01, 2016 – March 01,
2017
· Successful applicants notified in April 2017
· Funds distributed in May 2017

The 4-H Advantage
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Be a part of Canada’s big year and show the rest of the
country what it means to be a 4-H’er. Visit 4-h-canada.
ca to learn more.
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Youth Advisory
Committee (YAC)

Have you ever wondered what you can do after your senior
4-H years and still be involved in 4-H?
Well, you could always apply to be one of our Youth Advisory
Committee (YAC) members for your province.
Established in 2005, YAC is the national youth voice of 4-H
Canada and provides leadership opportunities for outstanding,
engaged young people from across the country who have
been active in 4-H at the club level and want to continue to
play a role and contribute to the movement.

YAC is comprised of 11 members from across the country
who bring a vital youth perspective to national programs,
activities and events. This is done through active participation
in working groups where they provide advice, recommendations
and a youth voice.

To learn more about YAC and
how YOU can get involved,
visit 4-h-canada.ca today!

YAC Profiles
We talked to some of our YAC members to learn more about why they wanted to be
involved and how they are contributing to 4-H in Canada.

Amy McConchie

4-H Manitoba

4-H New Brunswick

12 years in 4-H

12 years in 4-H

Why did you apply to become a
YAC member?
I applied to become a YAC
member because I love 4-H and
wanted to get more involved by
representing my province and
learning from other members and
leaders across the country.

The 4-H Advantage

How has 4-H changed your life?
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Not only has 4-H helped me to
develop better leadership and
public speaking skills, but it has
also changed my life by giving
me the opportunity to travel
to Japan and experience a new
culture through the York-Benimaru
Homestay program.

If you could have dinner with anyone,
who would it be and why?
It would be with Walt Disney. His
creative mind and ability to imagine
these great stories and characters
would be an incredible experience.
What is your favourite memory being
a YAC member?
I most enjoyed the Atlantic
Intermediate Members Conference
in Debert Nova Scotia. We have a
really great group of up-and-coming
members here in Atlantic Canada and I
can’t wait to see where they’ll go in the
coming years.

Mackenzie Kerr
4-H British Columbia

11 years in 4-H
Why did you apply to become a YAC
member?
I am passionate about 4-H and wanted
the opportunity to represent my
province at the national level. Sharing
the national opportunities with my
province is rewarding and inspiring as
I see the leaders of the future Learn To
Do By Doing.

Your future,
your day.
Spend a day getting to know the people and places
that make our campus the perfect place for you to
live and learn. Come explore Dalhousie University’s
campus in Truro, Nova Scotia on March 10, 17 or 24.

What is your favourite quote?
“Keep your eyes on the stars and
your feet on the ground”—Theodore
Roosevelt.

Register today at

dal.ca/connect

The 4-H Advantage

Greg Penner
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Fun Stuff
4-H Word Search
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BATS
BEES
CITIZENSHIP

CLUBS
ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL

HEALTHY
VOLUNTEER
YOUTH

Joke
Corner
What type of horse can
jump higher than a house?
All of them. Houses can’t jump!

Which side of a chicken
has the most feathers?

4-H Advantage

The outside!
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